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DISTANCE / TIME 
18 km / 6-7 hr 
 
TOTAL ASCENT 
530 m  
 
START 
Fairholmes car park 
SK 173 893       S33 0AQ  
 
FINISH 
Upper Burbage Bridge car park 
SK 260 830       S32 1BR 
 
MAP 
OS Explorer Map OL1 1:25,000 
Dark Peak area 
 
REFRESHMENTS 
Fairholmes car park café 
  
ELEVATION PROFILE 

 
 

SUMMARY 
A stiff ascent out of the Derwent valley takes you over successively younger sandstones 
and shales belonging to the Late Carboniferous Millstone Grit succession. When you reach 
the high point at Back Tor, contour around Derwent Edge which is formed by resistant 
Kinderscout Grit. Here the walking is easy and invigorating, enlivened by wonderful views 
and improbably-shaped tors. A gradual descent down the dip slope brings you to the 
A57 at about the halfway point. The second climb of the day takes you to the top of the 
overlying Chatsworth Grit, exposed here as the incomparable Stanage Edge. There a few 
finer places to walk than along Stanage, a popular recreational destination where you will 
find company in all but the most adverse weather. This final stretch is quite long and you 
will feel well exercised by the time you reach the car park at Upper Burbage Bridge.

Fairholmes to Upper Burbage Bridge
Fairholmes – Green Sitches – Derwent Edge – Stanage Edge – Upper Burbage Bridge
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S  Leave the car park at Fairholmes via the pedestrian crossing at the north side of the 
buildings and follow the footpath towards Derwent dam. Join the road that runs beneath 
the dam, which is an impressive structure with castellated towers at either end. The dam 
was built in the early 1900s with sandstone blocks (from the Chatsworth Grit Formation) 
quarried at Grindleford and carried here by train1. Approach the eastern tower along a 
footpath to reach information boards at the foot of a flight of steps. At the top of the 
steps turn left onto a gravel track around the reservoir and follow it for 1 km, passing over 
Hollin Clough to reach Hancock Wood.

2  Turn right onto the footpath for Bradfield and Strines that climbs steeply up the 
wooded hillside. The ruins of Bamford House are seen on the left and the path continues 
uphill past a large stone cairn, following a wall, to reach a stile and another signpost  
to Strines. 

Now on boggy moorland which is produced by the underlying impermeable Namurian 
shale and peaty soil, follow the grassy track across Green Sitches (Photo 12.1) as it swings 
around to the right and ascends the broad ridge towards Lost Lad. Slab steps up the ridge 
improve the going and another short pull leads to Back Tor, which at 538 m is the highest 
point on Derwent Edge. 
 

   
Photo 12.1 Rising up to form the skyline, Derwent Edge comprises thick sandstones within the 
Kinderscout Grit Formation. They formed in a deltaic environment where major rivers flowing  
from the north entered a shallow marine basin.

3  Continue to follow the obvious path along the escarpment, below which is a thick 
apron of head that obscures the transition between the tough sandstones and underlying 
shales. Looking westwards towards the similar crag-rimmed plateau of Kinder Scout it is 
easy to imagine that these two high areas were part of the same deltaic complex in Late 
Carboniferous times. Since then, the sediments hardened and were uplifted and eroded 
at various times, most notably during the warm, wet phases of the Pleistocene when the 
rivers Derwent and Ashop effectively dissected the once-continuous plateau. 
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Follow the path southwards, past tors that have been sculpted by the elements into 
fascinating shapes that fully justify their evocative names, such as Cakes of Bread, Salt 
Cellar and Wheel Stones (Photo 12.2). The origin of tors is somewhat controversial, with 
most authorities now recognising that they formed over very long time periods and a 
range of climatic conditions. Initially, deep weathering by percolating groundwater 
beneath a cover of soil during a warm climate probably enlarged existing joints and 
bedding planes within the sandstone bedrock. Then, the combined forces of frost, wind 
and rain removed the soil cover and chemically-weakened mineral material to produce an 
embryonic tor that continues to be shaped to this day. The extensive spread of loose sand 
grains around tors, their ‘building blocks’ appearance and rounded upper profiles are all 
testimony to the efficacy of these various in situ weathering processes. 
 

Photo 12.2 A: The hour-glass profile of the Salt Cellar reflects the relative resistance of individual 
sandstone beds that are closely stacked on top of each at slightly different angles. The particularly 
tough sandstone near the base provides a stable foundation for the tor and sheep.   
B: The Wheel Stones tor is more rectilinear, reflecting the bedding and jointing in the homogeneous 
sandstone beds, the upper surfaces of which are strongly rounded.

A B

 
Some 500 m south of the Wheel Stones you reach a path intersection and signpost.  
The view from here towards the southeast shows how alternating sandstone and shale 
sequences can result in characteristic scarp and dip slope landforms (Photo 12.3).

Dip slope                   Chatsworth Grit scarp

Easily eroded shales

Kinderscout Grit scarp

Photo 12.3 Looking SE from SK 203 880 towards Stanage Edge which is made of thick, resistant 
sandstone beds within the Chatsworth Grit Formation. The craggy scarp face and gentle dip slope are 
obvious. A second scarp is seen lower down at Hordron Edge and this is formed by the Kinderscout Grit, 
the same rock that you’re standing on. Between the sandstone scarps the smooth concave slope  
is produced by relatively weak and easily eroded shales.
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4  Follow the path eastwards, down the gentle dip slope of the Kinderscout Grit. Pass 
several grouse butts and cross Highshaw Clough to reach a drystone wall, with a road 
beyond. Rather than follow the road around to Moscar House, cut the corner using the 
public footpath across boggy ground, heading for the house on Strines Road. Turn right  
to meet the busy A57. 

5  Turn left and walk carefully along the roadside for 550 m before reaching the sanctuary 
of Access Land on your right. Cross the stile and follow the path uphill to a disused quarry 
and the first crags of Stanage Edge, perhaps the best-known of all the gritstone edges2. 
Take the path that runs along the top of the escarpment, swinging around towards the 
southeast to reach High Neb (Photo 12.4). The gentle dip slope on your left is covered by a 
layer of hill peat, while the boulder-strewn apron at the foot of the scarp is a thick wedge 
of head. 
 

  
Photo 12.4 High Neb is the highest point on Stanage Edge. The scarp slope is produced by the under-
lying weak shales being squashed-out and eroded away, particularly under periglacial conditions.  
This causes cambering and collapse of the sandstone beds above.

At some point beyond High Neb, such as at the Long Causeway 
or Robin Hood’s Cave, it is worth descending the scarp to look 
at the rocks more closely. The sandstones are quite variable 
in terms of their thickness and grain size, with some beds 
having very coarse, pebbly layers within them. Cross-bedding 
is also well developed at a variety of scales, indicating that the 
sandy sediment was originally deposited on the sloping down-
current surface of a sandbank in a deltaic setting. 
 
Another interesting feature is provided by the wide range 
of patches or nodules of sedimentary rock that differ from 
the surrounding sandstone. Known as concretions, they are 
often elliptical in shape and where they have been completely 
removed by erosion, they leave obvious holes in the rock 
(Photo 12.5). Most of the concretions are made of sand grains 
cemented together by calcium carbonate (calcite), a process 
facilitated by the presence of plant debris in the original 
sandy deposit. Bacterial decay of the plant matter changed 
the chemistry of the surrounding water and caused the 
precipitation of calcite rather than the more typical quartz. 
Calcite is very prone to attack by slightly acidic rainwater 
or peat-laden groundwater, so carbonate concretions are 
commonly dissolved away, millions of years after they formed.

Photo 12.5 Holes left by 
the removal of carbonate 
concretions by natural 
agents of erosion, then 
enlarged, smoothed and 
dusted by generations of 
rock climbers
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Robin Hood’s Cave may well 
have formed where several 
large concretions coalesced, 
then were eroded away to 
produce voids that caused 
the surrounding sandstones 
to collapse in on themselves 
(Photo 12.6). 

Continue along the upper 
path with magnificent views 
over the Hope Valley. This 
is edge-walking at its best 
and a second trig point that 
marks the southern extent of 
Stanage soon appears. From 
there the path descends gently 
eastwards to the car park at 
Upper Burbage Bridge. 
 
 
Footnotes 
1. Derwent Valley Reservoirs 
Paul Farnell, 2018. Institution of Civil Engineers. 
A short feature within the ICE website that explains why and how the Derwent Valley dams and 
reservoirs were constructed to provide water for Sheffield, Derby, Nottingham and Leicester. 
www.ice.org.uk/what-is-civil-engineering/what-do-civil-engineers-do/derwent-valley-reservoirs

2. A Guide to Stanage Edge 
Andy Hemingway, 2020. Peak District Online. 
A largely pictorial guide that will particularly interest photographers and those who undertake this 
walk section in bad weather and want to see what they missed! It touches on human history and 
influence in the area over the last 4,000 years, as well as mentioning geology and natural history. 
www.peakdistrictonline.co.uk/andy-hemingway-a-brief-guide-to-stanage-edge

Photo credits 
Cover: Julie Harrald  
Photo 12.1, 12.2 & 12.3: Martin Whiteley 
Photo 12.4: © Jonathan Clitheroe (cc-by-sa/2.0) 
Photo 12.5: Albert Benghiat 
Photo 12.6: © John Fielding (cc-by-sa/2.0)

Map acknowledgements 
BGS Map, Geological Survey of England and Wales 1:63,360/1:50,000 Geological Map Series,  
Sheet 99 (Chapel-en-le-Frith, 1978). Permit Number CP22/035 BGS © UKRI 1978. All rights reserved. 
Source: https://webapps.bgs.ac.uk/data/maps/maps.cfc?method=viewRecord&mapId=9310 
 
BGS Map, Geological Survey of England and Wales 1:63,360/1:50,000 Geological Map Series,  
Sheet 100 (Sheffield, 2011). Permit Number CP22/035 BGS © UKRI 1978. All rights reserved.
Source: https://webapps.bgs.ac.uk/data/maps/maps.cfc?method=viewRecord&mapId=9315

Photo 12.6 Large pieces of fossil wood are associated with the 
collapse structure that is Robin Hood’s Cave, suggesting that they 
played a part in the formation of carbonate cements locally.
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Base Map; outdooractive Cartography; © OpenStreetMap; (www.openstreetmap.org)
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SECTION 12 - Geological Map
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This map shows the rock formations that occur along this section of the GeoWalk, 
although it is important to realise that the rock may not be particularly visible on the 
ground because it is usually concealed by a cover of vegetation, soil and superficial 
deposits such as alluvium, head or peat. The best places to see the solid bedrock are in 
natural exposures such as cliffs and river banks, or when revealed in quarries and road/
railway cuttings. For a more detailed key that shows the age relationships between rock 
formations, see the original BGS map(s).

Fault

Geological boundary

Inclined strata,
dip in degrees

Mineral vein

Landslide deposits

Geological symbols
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Kinderscout GritKG

Shale GritSG

Hill Peat

Head

ChG Chatsworth Grit

Mam Tor BedsMT


